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ABSTRACT 
The 1980 Settlement Pattern Survey in Allegan County, Michigan observed 
and recorded 75 prehistoric sites representing a total of 81 components. 
This report describes and evaluates these sites and the archaeological materials 
recovered from them. Site location relative to second and third order streams 
in this portion of the Lower Kalamazoo River basin is evaluated, and the 
importance of this relationship in comparison with soil association and land-
form is assessed. 
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SECTION 1. THE SPS 80 SURVEY PROJECT 
1980 marked the third season of the Settlement Pattern Survey in Allegan 
County, a project which was undertaken with the objective of determining the 
nature of prehistoric settlement in the Lower Kalamazoo River Basin. 
In 1978 and 1979, a 20% random sample of quarter sections in six townships 
in western Allegan County was completed. During the 1980 field season, four 
townships (Salem, Dorr, Monterey, and Hopkins) in the northeast part of the 
county were selected for survey with the intention of examining site types and 
distributions along the major tributary system of the Lower Kalamazoo, the 
Rabbit and Little Rabbit rivers (Map 1). Some previous site excavation by the 
WMU archaeological field school had been undertaken in Salem township, principally 
at the Weber site (20AE60), and the DeBoer site (20AE62), (Kingsley and Garland 
1980). Local informants had told us of other sites in the area, thus we were 
aware of a high site density along this portion of the Little Rabbit River. The 
lake area of northeast Monterey township had also been mentioned by collectors, 
and we hoped to ascertain the nature of prehistoric settlement in this area as 
well. 
During the 1980 field season we completed a 20% survey of Salem, Dorr, and 
Hopkins townships, while due to time constraints, only seven quarter sections in 
Monterey were surveyed. The 1 imited coverage of Monterey did however demonstrate 
the importance of the Shipp Lake area. A total of 94 quarter sections were 
surveyed in the four townships. 
The following observations by the project staff, summarized from field notes 
by Parachini, provide important background information for eva 1 uation of survey 
results. 
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Map 1. Locations of SPS-1980 Sample Units, 
Salem, Oorr, Monterey and Hopkins 
Townships, Allegan County, Michigan 
KENT 2 
All·~~" Co. 0 
3 
We were all impressed by an apparent increase in the number of sites as 
we progressed from Hopkins to Dorr to Salem townships. We discussed the various 
factors possibly involved. Did the increase in sites recorded reflect a real 
difference in prehistoric settlement in the sample areas, or was this increase 
due to variables in our survey procedures, or to such outside factors as weather 
and surface visibility? The following points were made: 
1. At the time survey began in Hopkins township, fields had not been 
plowed. Shovel probing was employed in large areas to compensate for 
poor surface visibility, but no sites were located using this method. 
By the time Hopkins township was completed, cultivation had begun and 
surface visibility greatly improved in subsequent sample areas. 
2. River systems are extensive in Hopkins township but the prevalence of 
low-lying, poorly drained areas in much of the township ma:y have made 
prehistoric settlement unattractive near these rivers. 
3 .. Weather became a factor in Dorr township. There was no rain for two 
weeks whi.le SPS crews were in this area. Surface visibility declined 
accordingly. Heavy rain.the last couple of days in Dorr and early in 
the first week of survey in Salem gave us optimum conditions in Salem 
township. Sites may have been missed in Dorr or Hopkins but we didn't 
miss anything in Salem because everything was just right for survey with 
respect to weather, cultivation, etc. 
4. Areas which required shovel probing due to ground cover declined in Salem. 
Fields planted in alfalfa or hay-type grasses had to be avoided and 
alternate sample units chosen in many cases. Farmers were soon going 
to cut their hay and wouldn't allow us in their fields; so if the 
targeted quarter section contained 25% hay fields, we selected another 
unit. 
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5. The Little Rabbit River in Salem is subject to flooding and apparently 
has changed course innumerable times over a rather wide area of bottom 
land. No sites in these areas were located on the south side of the 
river, but higher sand ridges on the north side revealed some light 
scatters in sections 26 and 27. 
SECTION 2. FIELD AND LABORATORY ~1ETHODS 
Field procedures were consistent with those employed in 1978 and 1979. As 
in previous field seasons, surveyors walked at 25 pace intervals, and shovel 
probes were placed every 25 paces in situations of poor surface visibility 
( 1 ess than 50%). All sites recorded were 1 oca ted by surface examination rather 
than by shovel probing. The three townships in which the 20% sample was 
completed are heavily agricultural and surface visibility varied (see previous 
section), but visibility was generally good during May and June when the survey 
was conducted. 
·The staff was instructed to select an alternate quarter section if less than 
75% coverage could be obtained. Average coverage of the units surveyed in each 
township is summarized in Table 1. 
Table 1 
Percentages of Sampling Unit Coverage by Stratum (Township) 
TownshiQ No. of Units(~ sec.) % Coverage 
Hopkins 29 86% 
Dorr 29 83% 
Salem 29 82% 
Monterey 7 75% 
Again in 1980 the Settlement Pattern Survey was coordinated with the 
Western Michigan University archaeological field school, this_ year conducted by 
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Dr. Elizabeth Garland. The field school was working on a site near Allegan, 
southwest of the survey area but close enough to maintain contact between the 
field .school and the survey. Survey personnel were housed in a rental facility 
near Hopkins, a situation which provided many advantages over the commuting 
type of survey, as discussed in the SPS 79 report (Garland and Rhead 1980:4, 5). 
The field school ran from April 28 to June 18, 1980. During the first week the 
survey staff worked as a team of four to coordinate their own procedures and to 
secure advance permissions for survey. During this week the field schoo 1 students 
were learning the basics of lithic and ceramic artifact recognition. Part of the 
stte being excavated was located in a large sand blow out, which constituted an 
idea 1 1 aboratory for becoming acquainted with many aspects of site recognition. 
Starting with week two of the field season, four field school students joined SPS 
each week on a rotational basis. We maintained this composition for six weeks, 
·operating as two teams of four, each consisting of a field supervisor, a field 
assistant, and two students from the field school. 
Surveyors filled out site survey forms for each site recorded and unit forms 
were completed for each quarter section surveyed. Copies of these forms are 
i.ncluded in the SPS 79 report (Garland and Rhead l980:Appendix). 
Laboratory procedures included washing and labeling all lithic tools, 
debitage, and sherds. SPS numbers assigned in the field were placed on the 
artifacts, and all materials replaced in the original bags. The State site 
number issued by the Michigan History Division was subsequently recorded on all 
survey forms and artifact bags. Artifact bags are stored in large boxes in 
SPS numerical sequence. 
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SECTION 3. SITES RECORDED DURING THE SPS 80 FIELD SEASON 
Prior to beginning field work we obtained from the Michigan History 
Division a listing of previously recorded sites from the four townships in 
Allegan County for which survey was planned. In most instances the location of 
previously recorded sites which might have fallen into our sampled units was 
so generalized that we could not be certain that we had located the same site. 
In these cases the possible affiliation with a previously known site is 
mentioned at the end of the site description. Of the sites visited/recorded 
by this survey, the only previously recorded site of which we are certain is 
the Weber site (20AE60, SPS 80 43). 
A total of 76 sites (75 prehistoric, 1 historic) were recorded during 
SPS 80. The cultural periods represented in these 76 sites are presented in 
Table 2, with components in the sampled units tabulated separately from 
components outside of sampled units. Monterey township, in which only seven 
quarter sections were surveyed, is also tabulated separately. In the three 
completed townships, 37 (57%) of 65 prehistoric components could be identified 
in terms of cultural chronology. T~1enty-eight sites ~1ere unidentified 
prehistoric occupations. 
Of the 75 prehistoric sites identified in the course of survey, 10 are 
isolated finds. The remaining sites all produced evidence in the form of debi-
tage, fire-cracked rock, or potsherds to indicate a campsite of some duration. 
In the si.te descriptions we have designated these sites as sparse scatter, scatter, 
or component in an effort to provide an impression of the intensity (not necessarily 
size) of site occupation as perceived by the surveyors. In this context the term 
"component'' is meant to convey an intensively occupied site usually exhibiting 
a 1 arge amont of cu1tura 1 debris on the surface. In some instances, component 
sta,tus might be assigned on the basis of a private collection~ The term is 
~ --_! 
retained from the SPS 78 descriptive terminology although we recognize that 
standard use of the term component refers to a particular cultural occupation 
present at a site. 
Component 
(Occupation) 
Late Woodland 
Middle Woodland 
Early Woodland 
Undet. Woodland 
Archaic 
Table 2 
Summary of SPS 80 Components (Occupations) 
Total 
12 
2 
4 
27 
toi11ponents in 
Completed Strata 
(Township_s) 
10 
2 
4 
20 
Components in Components Outside 
Monterey Twp. of Sampled Units 
1 1 
4 3 
(of which 7 are Early or Middle Archaic components; 5 "In," 2 "Out") 
Paleo-Indian 3 1 - 2 
Undetermined 33 28 4 1 
Total Prehistoric 81 65 9 7 
Historic 4 3 - 1 
-
85 68 9 8 
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Site Descriptions 
Brief descriptions of the sites located in the course of the 1980 survey 
are presented below. Following the SPS format established in 1978 information 
on each site is presented in the following sequence: site numbers, site name, 
site type (Isolated Find, Scatter, Component), provenience, cultural affilia-
tion, discussion/comments and size if determined, and priority status (low, 
medium, high) for future excavation. 
Citations pertaining to published artifact types will be omitted. Chert 
sources mentioned here are described in Luedtke (1976). 
1. Sites Within the Randomly Sampled Units. 
•-' ··---·:.--
SPS 80 /1 
20AE715 
SPS 80 2 
20AE716 
SPS 80 3 
20AE717 
SPS 80 4 
20AE718 
SPS 80 5 
20AE719 
SPS 80 6 
20AE720 
'""- -- 0:, 
"SPS 80 7 °00000•0 
2QA!'721 / i 
MjJler I. ° Component; SE-NE-SWl;;, Hopkins Sec.?; Late Woodland, 
Early Archai£ also represented. Heavy scatter of debitage, 
medium-FC!t; six ~ifaces, one uniface, and Late Woodland 0 
sherds on 2000 m wind eroded upland sand ridge, near swamp. 
Off-river location suggests special activity Woodland site. 
High priority. 
~"1iller II. Scatter; NE-NE-SWl;;, Hopkins Sec. 7; undetermined. 
Debitage, light FCR and one biface in 400m2 sand blow. 
Low priority. 
Miller III. Scatter; SE-NE-NWl;;, Hopkins Sec. 18; probably 
Archai2. "Debitage, light FCR and two bifaces over a 
6000 m area. Low priority. 
Miller IV. Scatter; tlW-N\•1-NE\i, Hopkins Sec. 18; probably 
Archaic." Debitage and two bifaces over 1500 m2 area 
north of East Lake. Low priority. 
Miller V. Isolated Finds; NE-NW-N~Il;;, Hopkins Sec. 18; 
probably Archaic. One quartzite biface and one uniface 
found 50-75 meters apart. Low priority. 
Hatson. Scatter; SE-NW':-4, Hopkins Sec. 17; undetermined. Sparse 
scatter of debitage and FCR. Low priority. 
Wamhoff. Isolated Find; SE-NE-SWl;;, Hopkins Sec. 20; undetermined. 
Side-notched point. Low priority. 
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'/ '(~,:::c~psso'scc:::~ .. ~;(estfahl. Scatter; NW-SW-NE\, Hopkins Sec. 6; Early Archaic. 
\ · 20AE722 . ) Debitage, FCR, an~ on~ bifurcate ~ase poi~t on sand ridge 
,,_ /' southwest of Rabb1t R1ver; 2500 m . Crem1n and Marek (1978) 
·~--. ~/ recorded Westphal (20AE350) as an informant site .. They 
however place the site northeast of the Rabbit River, which 
would be our Grigowski site, SPS 80 10. Low priority. 
SPS 80 9 
20AE723 
Wykowski. Scatter; SW*IlW-NE\, Hopkins Sec. 6; undetermined. 
Light scatter of debitage and FCR on sand ridge heavily 
disturbed by house construction. Low priority. 
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SPS 80 10 
20AE724 
Grigowski. Sparse Scatter; SW-NE-NE\, Hopkins Sec. 6~ undetermined. 
A few chios and one uniface and FCR over a 2500 m area. Located 
across Rabbit River from SPS 80 8 and 9. Low priority. 
SPS 80 11 
20AE725 
SPS 80 12 
20AE726 
Aspinwall. Scatter; SW-SE..SW\, Hopkins Sec. 35; u.ndetermined. 
Debitage, FCR and one uniface located in 400 mL area 
southeast of Miller Creek. Low priority. 
Nowak I. Sparse Scatter; SW-SW-NE\, Hopkins Sec. 11; undetermined. 
Debitage and one biface, Low priority. 
SPS 80 13 Nowak II. Sparse Scatter; SE~NE-NE\, Hopkins Sec. 11; undeter-
20AE727 mined. Debitage and one biface. Low priority. 
SP·S~SO'l4 ~,Postma. Scatter; NW-NE-SE\, Dorr Sec. 18; Middle Woodland. 
\, 20AE728 · Debitage, FCR, a Jack's Reef-like point, one uniface, and a 
SPS 80 15 
20AE729 
SPS 80 16 
20AE730 
SPS 80 17 
20AE731 
/"-~"-·"':::::::::-·~ 
··· / s P s·ea··l8 
. 20AE732 ) 
·' 
~· 
plain body sherd with a burnished surface. Site appears to 
be a low.density occupation (10,000 m2) on a ridge near 
swampy lowlands. Middle ~Joodland sites are extremely rare 
in the Lower Kalamazoo drainage: high priority because of 
settlement/subsistence significance. 
Brenner I. Scatter; NW-NW-SW\, Dorr Sec. 17; probably Archaic. 
Scatter of debitage, FCR, and two bifaces over 1875 m2 on a 
sand ridge. Visible from the road and probably heavily 
co 11 ected. Low priority. 
Brenner I I. Scatter; SE-NW-SW\, Dorr Sec. 17; undeter~i ned. 
Debitage and light FCR, two unifaces, over a 400 m area. 
Site might be related to 20AE5. Low priority. 
Frazee/ Shealy. Scatter; SW-S¥J-NW\, Dorr Sec. 20; undetermined. 
Site is a 2oncentrated scatter of debitage and 1 ight FCR 
in a 500 m blow-out on a sandy ridge. Most of the debitage 
is from one core; "single episode" characteristic warrants 
high priority although cultural affiliation is unknown. 
Brenner III. Isolated Find; SW-SE-NL.J\, Dorr Sec. 17; Archaic. 
Side-notched point with ground base. John Balfour, 21st St., 
Dorr has small collection from the site or within the 
quarter section, including a bifurcate base point and Middle 
Hoodl and points. Low priority. 
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/sps-·ao···rg·--Engel. Scatter; w~-NW-NE%, Dorr Sec. 17; Woodland. Debitage, 
/ 20AE733 FCR, bif~ce, and two unifaces found on sandy ridge occupying 
\,~ ----- 10,000 m just north of Red Run. Sherds are mentioned on the 
~---------------·_) field form, but were evidently lost. Presence of Upper Mercer 
in debitage suggests Middle Woodland or Early Late Woodland 
placement. Medium priority. 
~-~-.- .-,'.·'' .-~·''"'"''--=~·c"""'"'""""""-...., 
( ?-··sps &f20 t1:19ema. Scatter; Wl;;-SW-NE%, Dorr Sec. 19; undetermined. 20AE734 \ Debitage2 core, m.edium FCR, and one biface found over a 
-----. -········ . ... . / 35,000 m area on a wind eroded sand ridge. Extensive 
·-·--···· site on dunes surrounding former glacial lake. Medium 
priority. 
SPS 80 21··-. 'i:ettinga. Sparse Scatter; NW-NE-NW%, Dorr Sec. 13; undetermined 
:'-. 20AE735 /' {possibly Woodland?). Debitage and two bifaces, one a 
·~-----·-· -----~ Meadowood-like point, on knolls east of Red Run. Low priority. 
SPS 80 22 
20AE736 
SPS 80 23 
20AE737 
('si>sso 2l'\ 
-Z.Q.JIE 7 3 8 // 
~---...........-
SPS 80 25 
20AE739 
SPS 80 26 
20AE740 
SPS 80 27 
······:~::::::::2~~1§~~;:_\ /( .r;· SPS 80-'2'&1 
\ ~'"""~z:g~g~~.:~' 
Potter. Scatter; NE-NE-SE%, Dorr Sec. 14; undetermined. Debitage 
and one biface. Collection belonging to owner's son contains 
shell tempered sherds said to have been pi eked up on east bank 
of Red Run, near SPS 80 22, but in area disturbed by dredging. 
High priority because of extreme rarity of Upper Mississippian 
sites in the Lower Kalamazoo Basin other than on the banks of 
the Kalamazoo River itself. 
Kri. sman. Sparse Scatter; SW-SW-SE%, Dorr Sec. 25; undetermined. 
Debitage on low sand ridges; no FCR. Low priority. 
Keenley. Sparse Scatter; NW-NW\, Dorr Sec. 23; undetermined. 
four flakes found over a 60 acre field, and one point 
resembling SPS 80 21. Low priority. 
Bastian I. Component; SW-NE-NW\, Dorr Sec. 23; Late Woodland. 
Debitage, lightFCR, one uniface and Allegan ware sherds 
on sandy ridges over a 1500 m2 area. Medium priority. 
Bastian II. Scatter; SE-SE-NW\, Dorr Sec. 23; Late Woodland. 
Debitage, 1 ight FCR, two bifaces and Allegan ware sherds 
in a 500 m2 area. Site is 75-100 meters northwest of 
SPS 80 26, to whi.ch it is probably related based on similar-
ity of lithic raw materials and ceramics. Medium priority. 
Belka. Isolated Find; N~J-NE-NE\, Dorr Sec. 34; undetermined. 
Uniface and one chip found on a high sand ridge. Low priority. 
Chachulski. Isolated Find; NE-SW-SE\, Dorr Sec. 22; undetermined. 
Large side-notched point similar to points from SPS 80 21 and 
24. Possible Early Woodland affiliation of this point type 
must be considered; but Archaic age is possible. Owner has 
collection from the farm including a Hi-Lo point, a bifurcate 
. base point, Thebes points, later Archaic/Early Woodland points. 
a~d a bannerstone. Medium priority. ~ite is possibly related 
to 20AE630~) 
11 
~~---·-·····'<c~., 
1 SPS 80 29 ····sredewig. Isolated Find; NW-NW-SE!;;, Dorr Sec. 22; probably Archaic. 
~- 2DAE743 ) Large point collected from a dry former lake bed. Low priority. 
srs-su~cr··· Gilbert. Sparse Scatter; SE-SW-NW>.;, Dorr Sec. 12; undetermined. 
20AE744 Biface and two chips in high rolling hills east of Red Run. 
Low priority. 
SPS 80 31 Kloska. Isolated Find; SE-SW-SE!.i, Dorr Sec. 28; pre-Woodland. Biface 
20AE745 could be Archaic or unfinished paleo-Indian point. Find could be 
related to 20AE631, recorded bi Ruth Herrick. Low priority. 
SPS 80 32 
20AE746 
SPS 80 33 
20AE747 
SPS 80 34 
20AE748 
sps 80 35 
20AE749 
SPS 80 36 
20AE750 
SPS 80 37 
20AE751 
~-----T~'-<''-•·<•-""' 
-~ 
Thede. Sparse Scatter; N~-NW>.;, Dorr Sec. 35; undetermined. 
Widely dispersed scatter of one flake, one biface and two 
unifaces over a\ mile area. Note also flake and uniface 
(SPS 80 27) found on Belka directly across the road suggesting 
very light aboriginal use of this large area located over a 
mile south of Red Run. Low priority. 
Reynolds. Isohted Find; NW-SE-SE!;;, Dorr Sec. 28; possibly Middle 
Woodland. One point blade found in cultivated field. SPS 80 31 
is on-adjacent (west) Kloska farm, also a find spot. Both sites 
are>.; mile from an unnamed tributary of Red Run. Low priority. 
(Site is possibly related to 20AE631.) 
Harnish. Sparse Scatter; NW-SE-NW!;;, Dorr Sec. 36; Archaic and 
Late Woodland. Debitage, FCR (some r.ecent), four bifaces, 
one hammer/mana, and Late Woodland sherds over 10,000 m2 area. 
Site is in an unusual .setting on sand ridges interspersed with 
small swamps or springs, and was recollected twice, resulting 
in recovery of a relatively large amount of debitage (75) from 
this site which by SPS survey standards is correctly described 
as a sparse scatter. Low priority. 
VanderKolk. Sparse Scatter; NW-SE-NE>.;, Salem Sec. 20; Woodland. 
Debitage, light FCR, biface fragment and two body sherds in 
sparse scatter over 20,000 m2 area 250 m west of unnamed 
stream. Sherds suggest transitional Middle/Late Woodland 
placement, but more evidence is needed. High priority. 
Beyer. Sparse Scatter; E~-SW!;;, Salem Sec. 9; undetermined. 2 Debitage, very light FCR, and one uniface over a 20,000 m 
area. Low priority. 
Loew. Sparse scatter; NE-SW-NW!,;, Salem Sec. 3; undetermined. 
Debitage, rio FCR, one core, one biface in very sparse scatter 
east and north of a swampy area. Low priority. 
_,~----------- "'--, 
fSPS 80 38 \. Berens. Scatter. SW-NE-Svi\, Salem Sec. 17; Late Woodland and 
probably Archaic. Debitage, light FCR2 five bifaces, a uniface, and Late Woodland sherds over 25,000 m · area above a former \ 20AE752 ) '-,, -c"/ 
"--,"" ~ ~~ "~-~,/ lake bed. Bifaces include two expanding stem and one side-notched 
point, no triangular points. Medium priority. 
SPS 80 39 
20AE753 
Boerman. Sparse Scatter; 
prehistoric (possibly 
projectile point, and 
near former lake bed. 
SW-NH-NEJ,;, Sal em Sec. 31; undetermined 
Woodland) and historic. One chip, a 
12 
a kaolin pipe bowl fragment from a field 
Low priority. 
SPS 80 40 Hildenbrand L Sparse Scatter; SW-SWJ,;, Salem Sec. 17; undeter-
20AE754 mined. Debitage, two cores and a uniface in a 2500 m2 area. 
Low priority. 
SPS 80 41 Coffey. Isolated Find; SE-NW-SWJ,;, Salem Sec. 32, Late Woodland. 
20AE755 Madison point. Low priority. 
SPS 80 42 
20AE756 
~-~ ~"'~"'~-.. ,' 
/ 
Hildenbrand II. Sparse Scatter; NW-N\oi-SWJ,;, Salem Sec. 17; 
undetermined. Very sparse scatter of debitage and one point 
over a 2500 m2 area. Low priority. 
( SPS 80 43 Weber Site. Component; SE-NW-NEJ,;, Sal.em·sec. 14; Late Archaic. 
\ 20AE60 , Debitage, heavy FCR, two points. This is a previously known 
''{previously/ site extending over 40 acres on the farm of John Funk. 
known) · Private collection, Stephen Weber, Dorr. Site was tested 
by WMU field school in 1969; collection at WMU. 
SPS 80 44 
20AE757 
SPS 80 45 
20AE758 
SPS 80 46 
20AE759 
SPS 80 47 
20AE760 
SPS 80 48 
20AE761 
Moored. Component; NW-SE-SEJ,;, Salem Sec. 9; Archaic and Woodland. 
Oebitage, light FCR, three bifaces and a uniface. Component 
status is assigned on the basis of large collection, predom-
inantly Archaic, in possession of the owner, who would not 
permit photographs. Collection includes some 50 points and 
other chipped stone tools, three eel ts, six manes, a nutting 
stone, and a large milling stone. Site is located in plowed 
fields around upland Sl'lamps. High priority. 
Funk and Judy. Isolated Find; SJ;;~NEJ;;, Salem Sec. 14; Late Woodland. 
Two chips and two triangular bifaces in adjoining fields south 
of SPS 80 43, south and east of Red Run. Low priority. 
Heasley. Sparse Scatter; NE-NW-SEJ,;, Salem Sec. 9; Archaic. 
Debitage, two cores, Otter Creek point; no FCR noted. Site 
covers some 30,000 m2 and is probably related to SPS 80 44 
in east half. of this quarter section. Area of both sites is 
characterized by high frequency of poorly drained ·depressions 
which may have been bogs or marshes; water readily collects in 
them despite installation of drain tiles. Medium priority 
because of Moored collection (SPS 80 44). 
Audres. Sparse Scatter, SW-NWl,(, Sa 1 em Sec. 16; undetermined. 
Oebitage and light FCR over a 10,000 m2 area of rolling 
moraine above a swamp. Low priority. 
Beyer I I. Component; NW-SE-NEJ,;, Sa 1 em Sec. 7; undetermined. 
Sixty-two flakes, two cores, two bifaces (a preform and a 
knife), four unifaces and a hammerstone recovered from a 
11,000 m2 area on a series of low ridges above the east bank 
of Black Creek. Concentrations of FCR may inoicate disturbed 
hearth areas. High priority. 
SPS 80 49 
20AE762 
SPS 80 50 
20AE763 
SPS 80 51 
20AE764 
SPS 80 52 
20AE765 
SPS 80 53 
20AE766 
SPS 80 54 
20AE767 
SPS 80 55 
20AE768 
SPS 80 56 
20AE769 
SPS 80 57 
20AE770 
13 
Arndt I. Sparse Scatter; SW-SWJ.,, Monterey Sec. 2; Archaic. Light 
scatter of debitage, FCR, eight bifaces and one uniface over a 
Y, mile square area. Site occupies low sand ridges above 
glacial lake bed. Low priority. 
Linn-Rynbrand. Component; SE-NW-NWJ.,, Salem Sec. 5; Archaic. High 
density of debitage, FCR, bifaces and unifaces indicative of 
a substantial occupation over a 45,000 m2 area on slopes 
northwest of Black Creek. Tenant farmer did not permit survey 
of opposite side of creek, where there is a promising looking 
ridge. High priority. 
VanOmmen. Scatter; SE-NW-NEJ.,, Salem Sec. 7; undetermined. 
Debitage, one core, light FCR, three bifaces and a hammer/mana 
over a 1750 m2 area on rolling terrain northwest of Black Creek 
opposite SPS .80 48. ~1edium priority. 
B. Shields. Isolated Find; SE-NW-NEJ.,, Salem Sec. 26; Late Woodland. 
Madison point. Owner has a collection from this general area 
bordering the Little Rabbit River, including late·paleo-Indian 
to Late Archaic bifaces and two ground stone celts. Collection 
may possibly relate to 20AE43. Low priority. 
E. Shields, Sparse Scatter; EY,-SEJ.,, Salem Sec. 26; Early/Middle Archaic. 
Debitage, no FCR, and twopoints in very light scatter over 
2,500 m2 area northeast of Rabbit River. Low priority. 
P. Berens. Sparse Scatter; SE-NE-SWJ.,, Salem Sec. 20; undetermined. 
Three flakes, no FCR, and one knife over a 625m2 area in high 
rolling terrain above a marsh. Low priority. 
Hassenvoort I. Scatter; SE-SW-NWJ.,, Salem Sec. 18; Woodland. 
Debitage, light FCR, two bifaces and one body sherd (indeter-
minate Middle or Late Woodland) on rolling terrain west of 
Black Creek. Materials found over a 15,000 m2 area. Medium 
priority. 
Hassenvoort II. Scatter; NW-NW-S~IJ.,, Salem Sec. 18; Archaic. 
Debita~e, light FCR, and one point on sand ridges over 
5000 m area northwest of Black Creek. A large Archaic 
point in possession of R. Rynsberger collected from this 
site. Low priority. 
Price. Sparse Scatter; NE-NW-SWJ.,, Salem Sec. 30; Archaic or 
Middle Woodland. Light scatter of debitage, no FCR, 2one biface on south bank of Little Rabbit River in 625 m area 
subject to flooding. Low priority. 
SPS 80 58 
20AE771 
SPS 80 59 
20AE772 
SPS 80 60 
20AE773 
SPS 80 61 
20AE774 
SPS 80 62 
20AE775 
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Schipper. Scatter; center of S~-NE-SW~, Salem Sec. 18; Late 
Woodland. Debitage, one core, light FCR, and a Madison point. 
A small (polished?) stone ball was also recovered. These 
objects, many of them larger, are in the collection of Joe 
Harnish, Dorr, suggesting their occurrence in site contexts. 
Schipper site occupies a 625 m2 area on the side of a ridge. 
Site may be related .to SPS 80 60 and 64 in the same quarter 
section on the east side of Black Creek. Low priority. 
Arndt II. Scatter; NE-SW~; Monterey Sec. 2; undetermined. 
Debitage2 light FCR, two bifaces, four unifaces over 22,500 m area on sand ridge above former lake bed. 
r~edium priority. 
Nykamp. Scatter; SW-SW~, Salem S~c. 18; undetermined. Debitage, 
one core, light FCR in 1250 m area on sand ridge east of 
Black Creek. Low priority. 
Koop. Seatter; SW and NE-SW~, Monterey Sec. 4; undetermined. 
Debitage, FCR [one heavy concentration (feature?) noted in 
NE~J, and one uniface in a series of blow-outs above a 
marsh. Col1ector activity noted. Medium priority because 
of possible feature. 
Engelsman. Sparse Scatter; SE-NW~, Salem Sec. 18; probably Archaic. 
Debitage, one core, light FCR, a biface and a uniface in two 
scatters in SE~ of quarter section. Low priority. 
SPS 80 63 ': Leber. Isolated Find; NE-SW-SW'.;;, Monterey Sec. 31; undetermined. 
20AE776 J One side-notched point on a hill above a swamp. Owner has 
SPS 80 64 
20AE777 
/---:;;..---~·'">-•~.""' 
!C SPS 80 65l 
\20AE725L/ 
~..,.._._ 
SPS 80 66 
20AE779 
SPS 80 67 
20AE780 
found some points. Low priority. 
Schippers. Sparse Scatter; N~-SE-SWJ,;, Salem Sec. 18; undetermined. 
Oebita~e, light FCR, and the poll end of a celt found over 
2500 m area. Site is possibly related to other sites in 
Sec. 18. Low priority. 
Gibson. Scatter; SW-SE-SE~, Monterey Sec. 9; Archaic or Middle 
Woodland. Debitage, medium FCR and a corner-notched point 
in a cultivated field northeast of a swamp. Medium priority. 
Brower. Scatter; NE-SW-SEJ,;, .Salem Sec. 18; Archaic and historic. 
Debitage, light FCR, two bi faces, one uniface and a kaolin pipe 
bowl fragment on high ridges east of a swamp. Low priority. 
Mays. Component; NE-NWJ,;, Monterey Sec. 12; Late Woodland and 
Archaic/Early Woodland. Debitage, light FCR, two contracting 
stem points and Late Woodland sherds over 5000 m2 area on 
sand ridges northwest of Shjp Lake. High priority. 
SPS 80 68 
20AE781 
Taylor. Scatter; NW-NE~, Monterey Sec. 12; undetermined. 
Debi tage and light FCR in 625 m2 area in fall ow field with 
limited surface visibility. D11ner has found copper celt 
(donatedtoKalamazoo Public Museum); bifaces given to Joe 
Harnish of Dorr, who does not catalog his co ll ecti on or 
otherwise record provenience. Medium priority. 
/'_::::.:::::';;:~-~:~:.. -·--
/' SPS 80 69 ~~Pt!gadzarski. Component; NW-NW~, Monterey Sec. 12; Archaic. 
20AE782 / Heavy scatter of debitage and FCR, 12 lithic tools in 
SPS 80 70 
20AE789 
blow-outs over a~ mile by~ mile area. Possibly related 
to 20AE40. High priority. 
Beard-Noecker. Scatter; NW-SE-NE~, Salem Sec. 27; Late Woodland 
and historic. Debitage, light FCR, one biface, one uniface, 
Late Woodland sherds, and an historic pipe fragment in a 
scatter along sand ridges north of the Little Rabbit River. 
Medium priority. 
15 
SPSH 80 1 R. Brenner. Historic structural foundation; NW-SW~, Dorr Sec. 17; 
20AE788 foundation of massive fieldstones, 10 x 10m2. Area is 
heavily overgrown; no cultural material located in shovel 
probes in vicinity of site. Low priority. 
2. Sites Outside of the Randomly Sampled Units 
SPSO 80 1 
20AE783 
Weist. Sparse scatter; NW-NE~, Salem Sec. 2; Late Archaic/Early 
Woodland? One contracting stem point and a biface fragment 
in cultivated field just east of a sampled unit in which no 
sites were found. Low priority. !"">- ---,_ 
( SPSO 80 2'-,\Schuman. Component; SE-NE~, Hopkins Sec. 28; Early Archaic, 
\ 20AE78q- ) Late Archaic, and Late Woodland. A large amount of debitage 
, "'-~ ~/ was recovered, along with many lithic artifacts which docu-
--- ment the multicomponent nature of the site. Late Woodland 
sherds were also found on this 20,000 m2 site located on 
SPSO 80 3 
20AE785 
SPSO 80 4 
20AE786 
',,,<~~~- ,,,-.--··""~··· 
,/ 
two connected ridges \r mile south of ~1iller Creek and over-
looking a marsh to the southeast. A moderate amount of FCR 
was noted on the northeast end of the ridge. Robert Clawson, 
126th Avenu,e, Hopkins, has a two hole slate gorget from the 
, site, which appears not to have been "discovered" by many of 
the area collectors. High priority. 
Langshaw. Sparse Scatter; Nl.J-SW\r, Monterey Sec. 33; undetermined 
- (Late Paleo?). Steubenville stemmed point reworked as a 
scraper and a quartzite uniface in rolling hills north of 
Dumont Lake. Low priority. 
\Hoerner. Scatter; NW-SW-SW\r, Hopkins Sec. 9; paleo-Indian(?), 
Early Archaic, historic. Debitage, light FCR, four bifaces 
including one possible paleo and an Early Archaic point, two 
unifaces and a kaolin pipe bowl fragm~nt over a 11,250 m2 area 
on a sandy ridge on the south side of the Rabrrit River. Low 
priority. 
SPSO 80 5 
20AE787 
16 
Koperski. Scatter; NW-SE-NW\, Hopkins Sec. 7; undetermined. Abun-
dant debitage and FCR in two large concentrations in sand blows 
in 10,000 m2 area southeast of Three Corner Lake. A uniface 
and a mano were also recovered. Low priority. 
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SECTION 4. CATALOG OF CULTURAL MATERIAL 
Settlement Pattern Survey of Allegan County, 1980 Field Season 
···~----~····-•..• 
( SPS SO~, Debitage: 113 (2 Bayport); biface: 6 (1 triangular, 1 small 
\., ! stemmed point, 2 point fragments, 1 bifurcate base point, 1 wedge); 
·- uniface: 1; body sherd: 56 (Late Woodland, Allegan ware) 
SPS 80 2 - Debitage: 29; biface: 1 (small stemmed point) 
SPS 80 3 - Debitage: 6; biface: 2 [1 side-notched point (Normanskill-
1 i ke) , 1 mi sc . ] 
SPS 80 4 - Debi tage: 10; bi face: 2 (1 corner-notched point, 1 tip of 1 arge 
biface) 
SPS 80 5 - Biface: 1 (quartzite); uniface: 1 (fragment of large tool) 
SPS 80 6 - Debitage: 7 
//" ""-' c :::::::::::.%, 
(SPS 80 i'\- Biface: 1 (side-notched point) 
/ 
(SPS 80 8 · - ~ebitage: 13; biface: 1 (bifurcate base point) 
~~s so 9 - Debi tage: 17; core fragment:: 2 ( 1 chert, 1 quartzite) 
SPS 80 10 - Debitage: 3; uniface: 1 
SPS 80 11 - Debitage: 7; uniface: 1 
SPS 80 12 - Debitage: 3; biface: 1 (preform) 
.SPS 80 13 - Debitage: 3; biface: 1 (small side-notched point) 
_...,_,- ,,c:. __ .... --"'"''"--·--~- ·"-"'"""'"'·· 
\ SPS 80 14 >·.pebitage: 18 (3 Bayport); biface: 1 (corner-notched, serrated 
····--. . .)=dge, Jack's Reef-like); uniface: 1 (thumbnail scraper); 
....... body sherd: 1 [smoothed (burnished), fine grit temper, probably 
Middle Woodland] 
- Debitage: 18 (2 Bayport); biface: · 2 (1 side-notched, ground base 
Bayport; 1 fragment) 
SPS 80 16 - Debitage: 13; uniface: 2 
SPS 80 17 - Debitage: 132 (most is from one cobble of local glacial chert) 
""'"'"~' ""'·-- ~ .•. ,_ 
SPS 80 Biface: 1 (side-notched, ground base) 
SPS 80 19- Debitage: 17 (1 Upper Mercer); core: 1; biface: 1 (misc.); 
uniface: 2; mana: 1 
18 
SPS 80 20- Debitage: 39 (1 Indiana Green); core: 1; biface: 1 (small corner-
notched 
SPS 80 Debitage: 8; biface: 2 (1 blade of large, well-thinned, side-notched 
point; 1 preform) 
SPS 80 22 - Debitage: 11; biface: 1 (large preform/scraper) 
SPS 80 23 - Debitage: 
~-~ ~ ~~- -~ 
11 
·- ... ::.:-~-.. ....," 
~ .... ?PSJlO 24''- 1\ebi tage: 
~""'"'"''''"""' 
·~ SPS~SO 2S- :::·Qebi tage: 
4; biface: 1 (large, side-notched point, like SPS 80 21) 
82 (1 Flint Ridge, 3 Bayport); uniface: 1; body 
s'herd: 5 
.. ~----------~~,,/' 
(Late Woodland, Allegan ware) 
SPS 80 26 - Debitage: 10; biface: 2 [1 knife (Bayport), 1 preform]; 
rim sherd: 2 (Allegan cordmarked, flattened lip); body sherd:; 
11 (Late Woodland, Allegan ware) 
SPS 80 27 - Debitage: 1; uniface: 1 
,,,.--';;;;:;~""""'"'.,.~'''::..-:::: __ ~ 
( rSPS 80 28 - J21ebitage: 1; biface: 1 (large side-notched point, similar to 
• \..._ .• ~··-···-···/points from SPS 80 21 and SPS 80 24) 
SPS 80 29 - Biface: 1 (expanding stem point) 
SPS 80 30 - Debitage: 2; biface: 1 (knife) 
SPS 80 31 - Biface: 1 (preform?--possible Brewerton series or unfinished paleo 
point) 
SPS 80 32- Debitage: 1; biface: 1 (expanding stem point); uniface: 2 
(1 thumbnail scraper, 1 misc.} 
~5.1:52£.0.)3 -
-~·;'" -.., 
/// \ 
4 \ SPS 80 34)-
"'- ,/ ..___~----~--/ 
Biface: 1 (point blade, serrated, probably corner-notched) 
Debitage: 75 (1 Upper Mercer, 2 Norwood, 2 Bayport); biface: 
(1 eared base- Bayport, 1 preform, 1 basal fragment- Bayport, 
hammer/mana: 1; body sherd: · 9 (eroded and split, probably 
1 wedge); 
Late 
Woodland Allegan ware) 
SPS 80 35 - Debitage: 8; biface: 1 (large- fragment- Burlington chert?); 
body sherd:. 2 (smoothed cord, fine grit temper, angular stick 
impressions; Late Middle/Early Late Woodland?) 
SPS 80 36 - Debitage: 6; uniface: 1 
,/SPS--80..}7 - Debitage: 11; core: 1; biface: 1 (corner-notched, serrated blade) 
/ '>.,~ 
\ SPS 80 38 >.oebitage: 53; biface: 5 {2 expanding stem, 1 side-notched, 2 misc.); 
\"' ,funiface: · 1; body sherd: 5 (Late Woodland, Allegan ware) 
~'-.. "'-"'.. ···-·~-•w• _ _,.,//r'! 
19 
SPS SO 39- Debitage: 1; biface: 1 (excurvate blade, very thin); kaolin pipe 
bowl fragment: 1 
SPS SO 40 - Debitage: 10 (3 Lambrix); core: 2; uniface: 1 
SPS SO 41 - Biface: 1 (Madison point) 
SPS 80 42 - Debitage: 3 (1 Norwood) ; biface: 
'""~'~" .-. 
1 (expanding stem, very thin) 
d'sps SO 43'':::-,pebitage: 10 (1 quartzite); biface: 2 (1 corner-notched serrated. 
'''::::"',_;;:_:>., ,/blade; 1 stemmed--broken) 
_,/ / '"·· ·-···"·~~'.o.>.c_' '·._ __ 
\ SPS SO 44 - 'riebitage: 11 (2 Lambrix); biface: 3 (2 side-notched, straight base; 
·--,,, i1 Jack's Reef-like, broken base); · uniface: 1 
---- _:_·:::~.::-::::":'."5:<:::.:.·~"""'-7''"'/ 
( SPS SO 45 ":., Debitage: 2 (1 Bayport); biface: 2 (1 Levanna, 1 Madison) 
"-------....______ I sps··so-4~- Debitage: 13; core: 2 (1 quartzite); biface: 1 (Otter Creek, 
raw material may be Flint Ridge) 
SPS SO 47 - Debitage: 7 
SPS SO 4S - Debitage: 62; core: 2 (1 Lambrix); biface: 2 (1 preform, 
1 knife); uniface: 4 (1 graver, 1 scraper made on Bayport chert); 
hammerstone: 1 
SPS SO 49 J Debitage: 71 (2 Bayport); biface; S [4 points: 3 side-notched, 
('2with ground base), 1 broad blade, broken base; 1 wedge; 3 misc.]; 
uniface: 1 (thumbnail scraper) 
SPS 80 - Debi tage: 291 (7 Norwood, 14 Bayport, 1 Mercer, 7 Indiana Green); 
biface: 16 [S points: 5 side- or corner-notched, 1 expanding stem, 
1 plano-like base, 1 medial segment; 2 wedges; 6 misc. (1 Indiana 
, Green)]; uniface: 16 (2 thumbnail scrapers, others misc.); 
//----- '·,,, 1 piece of worked(?) argillite 
,/ \ 
I \ 
\ SPS SO 51 -)Debitage: 51 (6 Bayport); core: 1 (Bayport); biface: 3 (1 side-
•,, //notched point; 2 fragments); hammer/mana: 1 
"""'~-~---- .. ·--·· . --
SPS SO 52< Biface: 1 (Madison point) 
·-·-··-"''"~-- .,_ \, 
( SPS SO 53) Debitage: 5; biface: 2 (1 side-notched, 1 dovetail with heaVily 
···--~-----··"··· ground base--broken b 1 ade) 
SPS SO 54 - Debitage: 3 (1 Upper Mercer); biface: 1 (knife) 
SPS 80 55 - Debitage: 20 (2 Bayport); · biface: 
body sherd: 1 [thin, smoothed cord 
black core, buff exterior] 
2 (1 knife, 1 preform); 
marked (?),fine grit temper, 
r'"/_;>-..:.::::;:::::::::::::,. 
// SPS 80 56) -
"-------~~-~/ Debitage: (Norwood) 
15; biface: 1 (small side-notched point); uniface: 
SPS SO 57 - Debitage: 4; biface: 1 (corner-notched, triangular blade) 
1 
20 
SPS 80 58 - Debitage: 5; core: 1; biface: 1 (Madison point); small stone ball: 1 
SPS 80 59 - Debitage: 20 (1 Upper Mercer?); biface: 2 (1 lanceolate, 
straight base; 1 knife); uniface: 4 
SPS 80 60 - Debitage: 11; core: 1 
SPS 80 61 - Debitage: 26; uniface: 1 (thumbnail scraper) 
SPS 80 62- Debitage: 17 (1 Bayport); core: 1; biface: 1 (large-fragment); 
uniface: 1 
Biface: 1 (side-notched point, Norwood chert; similar to points from 
SPS 80 21, 24, 28) 
SPS 80 64- Debitage: 6 (1 Bayport); celt (broken- poll) 
"""•'"'-'"•·''' 
SPS 80 6 Debitage: 10 (4 Bayport); biface: 1 (corner-notched, excurvate 
blade) 
SPS 80 66 - Debitage: 24; core: 3; biface: 2 (1 side-notched, 1 tip); 
uniface: 1; kaolin pipe bowl fragment: 1 
SPS 80 67 - Debitage: 123 (2 Norwood, 5 Bayport); biface: 2 (contracting stem); 
body sherd: 10 (Late Woodland, Allegan ware) 
~£S.J3.0.ji8 - Debi.tage: 36 (2 Bayport) 
_,/' --------~-""---.~--, 
/ /SPS 80 69='\Debitage: 428 (14 Bayport, 1 Norwood?); core: 1; biface: 7 
'-----~,~ )(1 straight stem, straight base; 1 side-notched, concave base; 
~-----··-------- 2 fragmentary points; 3 misc.); drill: 2; uniface: 5; slate 
knives: 2; bi-pitted cobble: 1 
SPS 80 70 - Debitage: 
fragment: 
15; biface: 1 (misc.); uniface: 1; kaolin pipe 
1; Late Woodland sherds were recovered (now missing) 
sesoso 1 -
/ /·········· .•. 
\ 1S1'SO 8.0 2''\ 1---.jEag #1 1 
~e-sce·rn"/ 
part-Of 
..---·Tl<fge). 
/(/ \ 
' ' j 
\. " SPSO 80 2)-\ ----··fl:la-g--12 
eastern 
part of 
ridge) 
Sites Outside of the SPS 80 Sampling Universe 
Biface: 2 (1 contracting stem point, 1 misc.). 
Debitage: 98 (1 Upper Mercer, 1 Norwood, 1 Bayport, 2 Burlington?); 
core: 1; biface: 20 (3 side-notched points, 5 bifurcate base points, 
1 point. fragment; 11 misc. bifaces, 1 Bayport, 1 quartzite); drill: 1; 
uniface: 12 (1 Norwood?, 1 quartzite) 
Debitage: 34 (1 Bayport?); biface: 4 (1 bifurcate 
large knife on white, heat treated chert, 2 misc.); 
body sherd: 3(Late Woodland, Allegan ware) 
base point, 1 
core: 1; 
21 
SPSO 80 3 .;. Debi tage: 
scraper); 
3; biface: 1 (Steubenville stemmed point reworked as a 
uniface: 1 (quartzite) 
/--~:,_:_:;;;~~~'-'""-"'~'----( SPSO 80 '!;- Debitage: 21 (1 Bayport); biface: 4 ( 1 bifurcate base point, 
\ // 1 possible paleo point, 1 blade fra.gment, 1 misc. biface); uniface: 
~ ·- · 2 (1 slate, 1 large quartzite); kaolin pipe bowl fragment: 1 
SPSO 80 5- Debitage: 54 (1 Flint Ridge?); uniface: 1; mano: 1 
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Map 2. Hopkins Township; Sites Within Sample Units 
Identified by SPS 80 Numbers 
(Sites numbered 02, 04, 05 are outside sample universe.) 
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Map 5. Monterey Township; Sites Within Sample Units 
Identified by SPS 80 Numbers 
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SECTION 5. SITE DISTRIBUTIONS IN RELATION TO SOILS, WATER, AND SURFACE·GEOLOGY; 
PLANNED FUTURE RESEARCH 
Map 6 provides locations of all sites relative to soil associations and 
drainage. In analyzing these data the number of sites found on each soil 
association and the number of quarter sections surveyed on each were tabulated. 
Then a simple proportion was calculated for each soil association, number of sites 
divided by the number of quarter sections surveyed, in order to give a site 
density figure for each soil group. Table 3 summarizes these data utilizing 
only prehistoric sites in the sampled units in the three townships in which 
survey is completed; sites in Monterey township and "Out" sites are not 
included. Description of each soil association is presented in Table 4. 
From the data presented in Table 3 it is evident that sites are not 
uniformly distributed with regard to soil types. The Miami-Hillsdale 
Association (12) has the highest density of sites, 1.09 sites per quarter 
section, with Oakvi1le-Spinks-Oshtemo (3) having the next highest site density, 
.85. These soils are generally well drained and correlate with morainic 
uplands, outwash, and sand lake. bed (or glacial spillway) deposits (cf. 1•1ap 7) .. 
Miami-Hillsdale soils are favorable for the growth of mixed hardwoods and oaks, 
while the soi 1 s of the Oakvill e-Spi nks-Oshtemo Association vary from 1 ow to 
medium for oak and mixed hardwoods (refer to Table 4). The lowest site density 
is seen for the Kibbie-Colwood Association, with .35 site density. These are 
poorly drained soil.s with low to medium potential for mixed hardwoods. Southeast 
Hopkins township included large swampy areas within the Kibbie-Colwood Association 
which were devoid of sites. Only four sites were found on poorly drained Adrian-
Houghton soils, and all have direct riverine association (Dorr Twp., Sec. 17). 
Turning now to site distributions in relation to water we can discern a very 
strong riverine and lacustrine orientation of the SPS 80 sites. Maps 6 and 7 
shov1 the rivers and lakes in the study area marked in blue in order to more 
clearly illustrate this distribution. 
Map 6. 1980 Settlement Pattern Survey 
Locations of All Sites in Relation to Soil Associations and Water 
1 Blount-Morley Association 
2 Miami-Conover Association 
-3- Oakville-Spinks Association 
4 - Kalamazoo-Oshtemo Association 
8 - Adr-ian-Houg-hton Association 
10 - Kibbie-Colwood Association 
1-2 - Miami-Hillsdale Association 
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Map 7. 1980 Settlement Pattern Survey 
Location of All SHes in -Relation to Sur-face Geology 
1 - Moraine 
2 Ground Moraine 
3 - Out....-ash 
4 - Sand Lake Beds 
28 
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Table 3 
Site Distributions Relative to Soil Association in Hopkins, 
Dorr, and Salem Townships; Sites vlithin Sampled Units Only 
Soil Assoc. Nii~ of\ Sees. No-. of -Densit:T-~S Site Nos., Cultural Affiliation, Surveyed Sites Sites/\ Sec. Intensity of Occu2ation* 
Undet. Woodland Archaic 
1 1 
(Blount-
Morley) 
2 16 10 .63 SPS 80 32 ss 
(Miami- 30 ss 
Conover) 29 I 
28 s 
27 I 
26 S (LW) 
25 C (LW) 
24 ss 
22 s 
7 I 
3 20 17 .85 SPS 80 70 S ( LW) 
(Oakville- 64 ss 
Spinks-" 62 ss 
Oshtemo) 60 s 
57 ss 
56 s 
55 S (W) 
53 ss 
52 I (LW) 
51 s 
50 c 
48 c 
41 I (LW) 
39 ss 
33 I (MW?) 
31 I 
6 s 
4 3 
(Kalamazoo-
Oshtemo) 
* I = Isolated Find 
SS = Sparse Scatter 
S = Scatter 
C = Component 
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Table 3 (continued) 
Soil Assoc. No. of \ Sees. No. of Density SPS Site Nos., Cultural Affiliation, Surveyed Sites Sites/\ Sec. Intensity of Occu~ation 
Undet. Woodland Archaic 
8 7 4 . 57 SPS 80 19 S (W) 
(Adrian- 18 I 
Houghton) 16 s 
15 s 
10 17 6 .35 SPS 80 34 SS (LW) ss 
(Kibbie- 23 ss 
Col wood) 21 ss 
13 ss 
12 ss 
11 s 
12 23 25 1.09 SPS 80 66 s 
(Miami- 58 S (LW) 
Hillsdale) 54 ss 
47 ss 
46 ss 
45 I (LW) 
44 S (W) c 
43 c 
42 ss 
40 ss 
38 S (LW) s 
37 ss 
36 ss 
35 ss SS (W) 
20 s 
17 s 
14 S (MW) 
10 ss 
9 s 
8 s 
5 I 
4 s 
3 s 
2 s 
1 C (LW) 
Table 4 
Description of Soil Associations in the Survey Area 
(Primary Sources: Map of Soil Associations, Kalamazoo, Black, Macatawa 
and Paw Paw Rivers Basin, USDA, 1976. 
Native species and woodland suitability data from: 
Soil Survey of Ottawa County, Michigan, USDA, 1972.) 
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(1) Blount-Morley Association. Medium textured soils that lie on nearly 
level to gently sloping topography; developed in predominantly clay, 
clay loam and silty clay glacial till. Internal drainage varies but 
all have low permeability rates. Native species for Blount soils are 
white oak, red oak, basswood, soft maple, white ash and cottonwood; 
for Morley soils, sugar maple, red oak, basswood, black cherry, and 
black walnut. Potential productivity for Blount soils is low to 
medium for oak and mixed hardwoods; for Morley soils productivity is 
very high for mixed hardwoods, high for oak. 
(2) Miami-Conover Association. Medium textured soils on gently sloping 
to rolling topography. Developed in predominantly loam, silt loam, 
and clay loam glacial till. Drainage varies from well drained to 
poorly drained; permeability rates are medium. Woodland productivity 
for hardwoods is rated very high for Miami soils; native vegetation 
is a mixture of upland hardwoods including beech, maple, oak and 
hickory. Conover s-oils are somewhat poorly .drained. Native vegeta-
tion includes hard maple, soft maple, beech, red oak, hickory and 
some basswood. 
(3) Oakville-Spinks-Oshtemo Association. Coarse textured soils of the 
Jlpine plains". These soils occur on nearly level to steep topography; 
developed in sand, sandy loam, and stratified sand and gravel. They 
are well drained with high permeability. For Spinks soils native 
species are white pine, red oak, white oak, aspen and beech. Potential 
productivity is high to very high for pine, medium for oak, and low 
to medium for mixed hardwoods. For Oshtemo soils native species are 
oak, sugar maple, basswood and beech; potential productivity is low 
to medium for oak and mixed hardwoods, and medium to high for pine. 
(4) Kalamazoo-Oshtemo Association. Coarse textured soils on l~el to gently 
rolling topography; developed in sandy clay loam, sandy loam, and clay 
loam overlying stratified sand and gravel. Well drained, with medium 
to high permeability. For Oshtemo soils native species are oak, sugar 
maple, basswood and beech. Potential productivity is low to medium 
for oak and mixed hardwoods and medium to high for pine. In the 
Middle Kalamazoo Valley climax oak-hickory forest occurs on Kalamazoo-
Oshtemo soils, together with black walnut ash and poplar; potential 
productivity of these soils is reported to be very high (Cremin and 
Marek 1978:15). 
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Table 4 (continued) 
( 8) Adrian-Houghton Association. Organic soils developed on muck over 
peat. They are level to depressional soils with very poor drainage; 
the watei table is at or near surface most of the year. Native 
species are soft map~e, white cedar and willow. 
(10) Kibbie-cColwood Association. Medium textured soils lying on level to 
depressional topography, developed in loam or silt loam overlying 
stratified silt or fine sand. These soils are poorly drained and have 
medium permeability rates. Potential productivity is low to medium for 
oaks and mixed hardwoods. Native vegetation is a mixture of hardwoods 
including elm, ash, maple, aspen and beech. 
(12) Miami-Hillsdale Association. Medium to coarse textured soils on 
rolling to steep topography. Developed on glacial drift and till 
ranging from sandy loam, loam and silt loam, to sandy clay loam. 
Well drained soils with medium permeability rates. These soils are 
favorable for the growth of mixed hardwoods and oaks. 
Table 5 summarizes the observed riverine associations for sites in the 
three townships in which survey was repeated. 
Table 5 
Sites in Direct Riverine Association (~ mile or less) 
in the Completed Strata 
No. of Riverine No. of Sites 
~ Sees. (87 total} (62 total) 
Hopkins Twp. 10 7 
Dorr Twp. 10 10 
Salem Twp. 10 15 
33 
30 32 Total Riverine 
Associations 
Riverine site density is computed at 1.07 sites per quarter section, with 
52% of the sites in the universe found in this association. If the definition 
of riverine association is extended to include a1l sites l'lithin 1 mile of a 
river, the number rises to 46 sites (74%) of the 62 sites in the completed strata. 
When the 16 sites which are not located within 1 mile of a river are 
analyzed, some interesting observations emerge. First, sites SPS 80 1 through 
5 in northwest Hopkins township have a lacustrine orientation, which carries 
over strongly into northeast Monterey. This is the only part of the survey 
area where lakes are prominent tod3.y, although in the earlier Holocene what are 
now upland marshes in various locations may have been lakes. Relationships to 
water of the 11 remaining sites are summarized in Table 6. 
I 
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Tab 1 e 6 
SPS 80 Sites in Completed Strata 
With Non-Riverine, Non-Lacustrine Association 
Site No. Water Association Site TYE_e 
SPS 80 46 former swamps; inter. stream SS - Archaic 
. 44 svmmps; inter. stream c - Archaic (& Woodland?) 
41 none I - Late Woodland 
37 marsh; inter. stream SS - Undetermined 
36 none SS - Undetermined 
34 small swamps SS - Late Woodland, Archaic 
33 none I - Middle Woodland? 
32 none SS - Undetermined 
31 none I - Archaic 
27 none I - Undetermined 
23 marsh; inter. stream SS - Undetermined 
Table 6 indicates that all 11 sites lacking riverine or lacustrine orienta-
tion are isolated finds or sparse scatters, with the single exception of SPS 80 44. 
This site has upland swamp association and is of particular interest because it 
it the only site exhibiting any real intensity of occupation in this group. It 
is predominantly an Archaic site, with a Woodland component present also, and 
is probably related to SPS 80 46 (see site descriptions). Of the six sites with 
no water associations of any kind, four are isolated finds. The gener.a1 picture 
is one of very limited, short term prehistoric utilization of these off-river, 
non-lacustrine locations. 
Map 7 presents SPS 80 site distributions in relation to geomorphological 
characteristics of the study area. These data are tabulated in Table 7. As 
with soil associations (Table 3), differences in site density correlated with 
surface geology are observable within the universe. Highest site densities occur 
on sand lake beds, outwash, and moraines, in descending order, with significantly 
lower densities recorded for ground moraines. The ground moril.ine area, zone 2 
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on Map 7, is characterized by poorly drained soils, and exhibits the lowest 
site densities in the study area. The rather extensive riverine system in 
Hopkins township, the Rabbit River and its tributaries Miller Creek and Buskirk 
Creek, traverses 4 miles of outwash in addition to longer distances over ground 
moraine. The entire area reveals sparse site densities, although the riverine-
outwash association elsewhere, notably on the Little Rabbit (Dorr township) and 
along Black Creek (Salem township), has some of the highest site densities 
recorded. Our data indicate that while the lacustrine area of northwest 
Hopkins and adjoining Monterey township was an important focus of prehistoric 
activity, the Rabbit River system and adjacent zones to the east and south in 
Hopkins township were unfavorable areas for settlement or even for short term 
extractive tasks. 
Table 7 includes proportional site densities for riverine (defined as 
within !,; mile) and non-riverine site locations in each geomorphological region. 
In regions 1, 3, and 4 riverine association is seen to be a stronger factor in 
site location than the density differences observed when landform alone is con-
sidered. The same trend is present even in region 2 where only four sites were 
· recorded. 
Riverine/non-riverine proportions could be calculated by soil associations 
as well, but this is not considered to be useful for purposes of this report. 
The pattern of riverine significance in site location is sufficiently clear 
wi.thout such a detailed break down. 
Although the number of SPS 80 sites identifiable as to cultural affilia-
tion is not large (Table 2) and results therefore may not be statistically 
significant, it is nonetheless of interest to examine the site locational settings 
of sites which can be assigned with reasonable confidence to the Woodland period 
or to the Archaic. 
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Table 7 
Site Distributions Relative to Surface Geology in Hopkins, 
Dorr, and Salem Townships; Sites Hithin Sampled Units Only 
Geological No. of \ Sees. No. of Density SPS Site Nos., Cultural Affiliation, 
Formation Surveyed Sites Sites/\ Sec. Intensit~ of Occueation* 
Undet. Woodland Archaic 
1 29 18 .62 SPS 80 66 S ( W?) s 
MORAINE 6 7 1.17 47 ss 46 ss 
riverine 44 S (W?) c (1! mile assoc.) 42 ss 
22 11 .50 40 ss 38 S (LW) s 
non-riverine 37 ss 
36 ss 
29 I 
28 s 
27 I 
26 S (LW) 
25 C (LW) 
24 ss 
11 s 
2 s 
1 C (LW) s 
2 13 4 . 31 SPS 80 34 SS (LW) ss 
GROUND 32 ss 
MORAINE 5 2 .40 13 ss 
riverine 12 ss 
8 2 .25 
non-riverine 
3 33 29 .88 SPS 80 64 ss 
OUTWASH 62 ss 
17 21 1. 24 60 s 
riverine 58 S (LW) 
57 ss 
16 8 .50 56 s 
non-riverine 55 s (W) 
54 ss 
51 s 
50 c 
* I = Isolated Find 
SS = Sparse Scatter 
S = Scatter 
C = Component 
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Table 7 (continued) 
Geological No. of% Sees. No. of Density SPS Site Nos., Cultural Affiliat1on, 
Formation Surveyed Sites Sites/% Sec. Intensit~ of Occueation 
Undet. Woodland Archaic 
3 SPS 80 48 c 
OUTWASH 35 ss (\1) 
33 I (MW?) 
31 I 
30 ss 
23 ss 
22 s 
21 ss 
19 s ( ¥1) 
18 I 
17 s 
16 s 
15 s 
14 S (MW) 
7 I 
6 s 
5 I 
4 s 
3 s 
4 12 11 .92 SPS 80 70 S (LW) 
SAND LAKE 53 ss 
BEDS 5 7 1.20 52 I (LH) 
riverine 45 I (LW) 
43 c 
7 4 . 57 41 I (LW) 
non-riverine 39 ss 
20 s 
10 ss 
9 s 
8 s 
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Table 8 summarizes Woodland sites in all sampled strata (including Monterey 
township sites). Of importance in Woodland site identification is the 
presence at SPS 80 14 of the only definitely Middle Woodland sherd from the 
survey in association with a Jack's Reef corner-notched point. A few points 
in the collections might be Early Woodland, but this placement is too uncertain 
to suggest with confidence for any site. 
Table 8 
SPS 80 Woodland Site Locations in All Sampled Units 
in Relation to. Water, Soils, Geomorphology 
Site 
SPS 80 67 ( UJ) 
component 
SPS 80 44 (MW) 
scatter? 
Jack's Reef point 
SPS 80 38 (LW) 
scatter 
SPS 80 26 (LW) 
scatter 
SPS 80 25 (LW) 
·component 
SPS 80 1 (LW) 
component 
SPS 80 34 (LW) 
sparse ·scatter 
SPS 80 58 (LW) 
scatter 
SPS 80 55 · (M or LW) 
scatter 
SPS 80 35 {M/LW) 
sparse scatter 
n = 17 
Water 
RelationshiP. 
Shipp Lake 
upland swamp 
in collection 
upland swamp 
Red Run and 
upland swamp/pond 
Red Run 
Between in land 
lakes; spring 
upland swamp 
Black Creek 
& up 1 and swamp 
Black Creek 
Little Rabbit 
Soi 1 
Assoc. 
12 
12 
12 
2 
2 
12 
10 
12 
3 
12 
Geomorpho 1 ogy 
moraine 
moraine 
moraine 
moraine 
moraine 
moraine 
ground moraine 
outwash 
outwash 
outwash 
Table 8 (continued) 
Site Water Soil Geomorphology Relationshif2 Assoc. 
SPS 80 33 (MW?) Red Run ~ributary) 3 outwash 
I. F. 
SPS 80 19 (Woodland) Red Run 8 outwash 
scatter 
SPS 80 14 (MW) Red Run 12 outwash 
sea tter 
SPS 80 70 (LW) Rabbit River 3 sand lake beds 
scatter 
SPS 80 52 (LW) none 3 sand lake beds 
I. F. 
SPS 80 45 (LW) Little Rabbit 12 sand lake beds 
I. F. 
SPS 80 41 (LW) none 3 sand lake beds 
I. F. 
Ten of the Woodland sites have riverine association, five have upland 
swamp association (two of these are also riverine), two are lacustrine and 
two--both isolated finds--have no water associations. Woodland sites are 
present on all geological formations in the universe in frequencies which 
do not appear to differ significantly. Five of the sites have Archaic 
components as well as Woodland. 
When Woodland sites relative to soil associations are examined, hoi'Jever, 
the results are distinctly patterned, as summarized in Table 9. 
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Soil Assoc. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
8 
10 
12 
Soil Assoc. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
8 
10 
12 
Table 9 
Woodland Site Densities by Soil Association 
for All Sampled Units 
n = 17 
No. of Jo Sees. No. of Woodland Sites Surveyed 
1 0 
16 2 
23 5 
3 0 
7 1 
17 1 
26 8 
Table 10 
Archaic Site Densities by Soil Association 
for All Sampled Units 
n = 24* 
No.-of \ Sees. No. of Archaic Sites Surveyed 
1 0 
16 1 
24 9 
3 0 
7 2 
17 1 
26 11 
24 
Density 
Sites/\ Sec. 
.12 
.21 
.14 
.06 
.35 
40 
nens1ty 
Sites/\ Sec. 
.06 
.33 
.29 
.06 
.42 
*Included in this analysis are the following sites/components: 
Monterey 
Salem 
Dorr 
Hopkins 
- 4 (SPS 80 49, 65, 67, 69) 
10 (SPS 80 38, 43, 44, 46, 
5 (SPS 80 15, 18, 29, 31, 
5 (SPS 80 1, 3, 4, 5, 8) 
50, 53, 56, 57, 62, 66) 
M) 
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When Archaic site densities are compared with the Woodland results, the 
same two soil associations, 3 and 12, reveal the highest proportional site 
densities (Table 10). Twenty of 24 Archaic sites (83%) and 13 of 17 Woodland 
sites (76%) occur with these two soil associations. These results are suggestive 
of generally similar long-term patterns of resource utilization in the study 
area .. Our data do not indicate a shift in settlement-subsistence between the 
Archaic a~d Woodland in this region, but rather a persistence of long established 
hunting and gathering subsistence strategies along this second and third order 
drainage system located well off the main trench of the Kalamazoo River. 
This interpretation must be regarded as tentative since we expect that 
future work on the entire SPS data set will result in refinements and changes 
in various aspects of cultural-chronological placement of sites. In addition 
to more secure typological identification of projectile points, debitage 
analysis, including chert identifications, is expected to contribute importantly 
to interpretation of the Settlement Pattern Survey data, which now·includes 
collections from 341 prehistoric sites in sampled units in the Lower Kalamazoo 
River basin. 
Analysis of SPS 78 and 79 data relative to the envirionmental potential 
of the Lower Kalamazoo basin region is anticipated in a forthcoming Master's 
thesis by Deborah Rhead. Test excavation of SPS sites which may be expected to 
yield information on subsistence activities or seasonality is an important aspect 
of plan ned future research. 
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SECTION 6. MANAGEMENT OF CULTURAL RESOURCES HI THE STUDY AREA 
The study area is characterized by considerable alteration of the existing 
drainage by means of dredging and channelizing in order to control flooding and 
to improve drainage on agricultural land. This is particularly true in Hopkins 
township and also in Dorr where Red Run has been extensively dredged. Sites 
have been and continue to be disturbed by such drainage alteration projects. 
A major source of destruction of prehistoric sites is the continued 
attrition caused by agricultural activities. There is virtually no large-scale 
development of any kind occurring in the area. Collecting by relic hunters 
appears to have passed its heyday. We photographed five collections and 
recorded a sixth in the course of the survey. Contemporary collectors do not 
pose a major threat to sites with the exception of one very active collector 
who teaches a junior high shoal course directed toward exploring Indian sites. 
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